Skin model of a workpiece is a discrete geometry representation of the physical interface between the workpiece and its environment. Skin model and the related operations are defined in GPS ISO 17450-1 standard. Skin models, in the form of point clouds as those obtained from scanning or any discrete geometry format, captures the variations more accurately and provide opportunities for more accurate variations and tolerances analysis. However, various variation and tolerance analysis methods use different forms of variation representations such as vectors, displacement torsors, etc. In order to use these methods with skin models, the variations need to be extracted from the skin model appropriate to the analysis method. This paper presents and illustrates methods just to do such reformulations.
Introduction
Manufacturing tolerances are meant to accommodate dimensional, geometric and kinematic variations incurred during manufacturing without violating the design tolerances which refers to the functional requirements of the part or components in an assembly.
Dimensional and geometric tolerances relate to variations induced as a result of the manufacturing processes or raw materials used whereas kinematic tolerances are to variations at the interfaces of assembled components.
In multistage manufacturing context, dimensional and geometrical variations are incurred at every stage of machining due to several variation sources including variations in the raw materials, in reference datum used, in the work holding system, and variations in the machine tools. The variations can be systematic or simply random i.e., not attributable to any specific source.
Manufacturing tolerances are allocated to ensure the dimensional and geometric variations do not exceed the design tolerances set to meet the assembly and functional requirements.
The principal consideration for tolerance and variation analysis in multi-stage manufacturing is to analyze the propagations or chained relationships. Experimental approaches for such analysis provide a number of insights that could be input for review of tolerance allocation, capability analysis and process control.
The analysis of such relationships and dependencies of variations in multi stage manufacturing essentially includes two elements:
 Variations representation and estimation.  Tolerance chain and variation propagation analysis.
With advances in measurement, modeling and computational tools, more accurate analysis methods are implementable for offline and online analysis. By combining these enablers on skin models for part representations, this paper proposes how variations and tolerances can be represented compatible to existing tolerance analysis methods.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First a brief description of variation representation and the concept of Skin Model is given. Following this, in Section 3 brief discussion on variation representation and tolerance analysis methods is given followed by skin model application in tolerance analysis in Section 4. Section 5 implementation of the methods is given using an illustrative case. Finally, some discussions and concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
Variation Representations and the Skin Model
The ISO 1101, ISO 8015 and ISO 14405 standards, generally known as Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerance, GD&T provides definitions and syntaxes for tolerance specification. The specifications cover form, orientation, profile, location and runout properties of part features [1] . The concepts and principles are derived from classical measurement techniques and tools such as gauges and clocks and is meant for human interpretations.
However, integration of these specifications in computer aided tools such as CAD and CAT as well as CMM is not straightforward since the data structure of the geometrical and dimensional parameters in these tools are different from those specified using GD&T. Though some tools claim full integration of these using some built-in translators, unambiguous interpretation can further require users' expertise [2] . Furthermore, part inspection using CMM or tactile devices represent the measured part surface in a mathematically expressible way that can directly be used in CAD models and CAT tools.
For a precise and unambiguous representation of part variations compatible with the data structures of computer aided tools, Vectorial Dimensioning & Tolerance, VD&T in short, has been proposed [3] . Computer Aided Tolerancing CAT tools. VD&T is based on surface models of the substitute element (feature) not the real feature. This substitute feature is obtained by best fitting the measured data points from the real part surface to some basic geometrical forms applicable to the feature as identified in the nominal model. [4] For instance, a hole (cylinder) in a part is represented in VD&T by a location vector with respect to PCS (Product Coordinate System), an orientation vector for the axis and the size for the radius.
Tolerance specification using VD&T is unambiguous, mathematically handy and compatible to CMM work principles. However, the approximations of the real feature by a substitute obtained from Gaussian best fitting algorithms can compromise the accuracy of the representation of the real surface and hence limits its implementation. For the imperfect and 'as-is' representation of the real imperfect part surface, a skin model concept is introduced in ISO 17450-1 which provides a model for geometrical specification and verification. [5] According to the standard, a Skin Model is defined as "a model of the physical interface of the workpiece with its environment". The skin model is essentially a representation of the part surface as point clouds or surface meshes, it's a discrete geometry representation. that could be captured by optical, CMM or tactile measurement devices.
A language known as GeoSpelling that contain sets of concepts and Operations (high level mathematical algorithms) to specify and manipulate skin models for geometric specification and verifications. However, to implement tolerance and variation analysis methods using skin models, it's necessary to represent variation from the skin models complying with the measurement and tolerance analysis methods.
In the following section, after giving brief descriptions of two variation representations namely a vector and small displacement torsor representations, existing tolerance chain and variation propagation methods that uses these representations will be presented.
Tolerance and Variation Analysis
Originating from the concepts of screw theory in kinematic analysis of robotics, variations are represented as differential motion vectors or small displacement torsors. These representations capture variations in three rotational and three translational deviations. For example, the small displacement torsor (SDT) representation uses two vectors, R and T, to represent the three small orthogonal rotations (rx, ry, rz) and three small orthogonal translations (tx, ty, tz). It can generally be said that there are two categories of approach for tolerance analysis: The vector loop method and the small displacement based methods. The strengths and limitations of the is not discussed in this paper. [3] .
Vector Loop Method:
In a vector loop approach, a vector's magnitude and direction represent the feature's dimension and orientation with variation or tolerance limits respectively. To represent the chained dependencies and perform a propagation or stack-up analysis, a loop is formed by concatenating adjacent vectors. [7] . The tolerance chain equations to determine the gap, l t in Figure 3 , the vector loop is, =
the variations in l t can be in x and y directions and hence equation [1] can be written as,
= l cos(θ) and = l sin(θ)
The tolerances (small variations) in x and y∶ and can be estimated by taking the partial derivatives as shown in equation [4] . (4) The partial derivatives can be solved using the first order Taylor expansion and form a coefficient matrix A. If represent the vector of tolerances, equation (4) 
Small Displacement Method: variations are represented as small displacements in their respective reference frames which are transformed to some other reference frame of the datum. One such method is the Jacobian-Torsor model which uses small displacement torsor for the representation of variations and tolerances and the Jacobian matrix for variation propagations and tolerances chains. [6] [8] [9] . A dependent tolerance of a given feature or a component in an assembly, designated as Functional Requirement, FR, can be derived or estimated from tolerance chains or variation propagations of the other features or components, designated as Functional Elements, FE, using the following equations. 
Where
The tolerance limits in terms of SDT parameters. 
The Jacobian matrix of a given functional element i, is given as in eq. (8). , ) and , are the rotational and dimensional upper and lower limits.
Skin Models and Implementation of the Tolerance Analysis Methods.
As described in Section 2, implementing any of the tolerance analysis methods using skin models require first to represent the variation in appropriate form to the methods. In this section, methods on how vectors and torsors can be extracted from skin models in order to use the tolerance analyses methods is presented. As described earlier, skin models capture the imperfections on the surfaces of the object they represent. Hence, proper interpretation of these imperfections need to be estimated in order to evaluate the extent of the variations.
For instance, the tolerance T for parallelism of a planar surface as depicted in Figure 4 refers to the nominal surfaces. However, the deviation δ accounts the actual variations representing the peaks and valleys of the imperfect surface. For a complete capture of the variations to derive the vector or SDT's form of representations, the feature need to be compared with corresponding nominal feature as ideally represented in CAD models but formatted as mesh or point cloud model. To do this, two actions need to be done: i.) to single out the feature from the skin model, ii.) comparing this actual feature with the nominal feature. These can be done using the Skin Model Operations as defined in Geometric and Part Specification and Verification, GPS Standard ISO T-213. Operations are defined as mathematical expressions, geometrical expressions or algorithms, or a combination of these, defining part of the specification. [10] .
The operations needed for these are:
 Partitioning -cut out the feature from the skin model by defining the Region of Interest (ROI),  Extraction (optional) -down sampling if the resolution of the skin model is high and causes high computation time  Filtration, discarding the outliers, de-noising,  Association -align two features for instance to make comparisons between them. In computational terms, this is rigid body registration of two skin models of features.
The Standard provides the definitions of the operations and it's up to the user to mathematically formulate the operations to a particular use. After performing the first four operations, the skin shape model of the feature is obtained. The same operations on the nominal model results in the nominal feature which is then aligned (Association) to get the variations, the Iterative Closest Point, (ICP) algorithm is used in this work.
The ICP algorithm takes the skin model and the nominal model of the feature as input and perform the rigid transformation to return a matrix of the rotation matrix R and translation T that is needed to align them, i.e., the difference or variation error between them. [11] , [12] . This matrix thus becomes a characteristic attribute of the feature representing its variation with respect to the nominal feature. 
The angles, ϕ θ ψ and t are the small rotational and translational displacements. Once the variation of the feature is obtained in such a form, the vectorial and SDT representations can be derived to apply the tolerance and variation propagation models described. Since the Jacobian-Torsor method uses two values that define a range for every Functional Element, FE and the Functional Requirement, FR for the tolerance analysis, the values for the FE's need to be defined either as the in the worst case scenario or some statistical samples.
Implementation and Illustrative Case
Tolerance analysis of a simple case is defined for illustration of the discussions and methods proposed in this paper. The analysis can be:
1. a tolerance analysis using nominal values as in the design stage. This includes assembly tolerance stack-up and manufacturing tolerance chains. 2. analysis to specify tolerances with respect to references other than what are specified. This is required when the primary reference datum is changing with different setups in multi stage operations. 3. prediction of the effect of known/estimated upstream variations to the downstream variation. 4. tolerance verification.
The illustrative case considers a stepped shaft, called X-Shaft, whose features are machined in a series of operations. The tolerances of three planar features are specified with respect to their references as shown in Figure 6 . Reference M is the reference system of the setup that can be of a fixture or a machine's coordinate system. Based on the analysis type, point cloud models of the shaft can be obtained from scanning of the actual parts and the corresponding nominal skin model from CAD model. Figure 7 is the skin model of the shaft in point clouds as those than can be obtained from scanning. Figure 6 Skin Model of the X-Shaft Applying the Operations as defined in GPS Standard and outlined in Section 4, the planar features are partitioned, filtered and extracted to get the three planes and the global reference planes as shown in Figure 8 .
Registering (aligning) these features with their corresponding nominal features will result in the respective variations in the form of a homogeneous transformation matrix as described in Eq. 9. To verify the parallelism tolerance, given a coordinate system defined in the directions of the tolerance specification, the translational variation along the z-axis, depicted as w in the SDT, should be within the range defined. The assumption here is the reference planes are nominal planes which is not the case.
In the generalized approach, variations of the reference plane should also be accounted since parallelism is required with respect to the reference feature. To do this, a homogeneous transformation of the variation matrix and its reference plane is required.
Verifying the positional tolerances of the two planes with respect to the reference Plane A as specified, requires deriving the vectors from any of the two planes to the reference Plane A. As described earlier this can be obtained by registering the planes to the reference plane and get the vector from the resulting matrix. For a complete vector loop verification, the procedure can be done starting from one end of the loop to the other by defining these vectors among adjacent features by a similar procedure.
Summary and Conclusions
This paper discusses the use of skin model, as defined in GPS ISO 17450-1 Standard, for tolerance and variation analysis. For a tolerance and variation analysis, representation of variations in an appropriate way compatible to the analysis methods is necessary. The paper shows with illustrations how variations can be obtained from skin model in the form of vectorial deviations or as small displacement torsors. The Skin Model Operations, as specified in the GPS are implemented to estimate the variation from the skin model and comparison with the nominal model.
The proposed method can be a basis to apply existing tolerance analysis and verification methods such as Vector Loop method and the Jacobian-Torsor methods with skin models of parts from scanning.
